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ABSTRACT 

We have developed a pipeline of algorithms that use light curves to classify objects Geosynchronous Earth Orbit 

(GEOs) with minimal human intervention. This machine-based processing pipeline first determines whether the 

inspected object is a three-axis stabilized GEO (TAG) or a tumbling object (TO). If the object is determined to be a 

TO, it will be further sub-classified as either a rocket body or tumbling satellite. For light curves classified as TAG, 

sub-classification into signature types will ensue. To classify TAGs and TOs, we use a hybrid technique composed 

of (1) a Random Forest (RF) classifier, (2) a test for periodicity, (3) a test for the presence of aliasing, and (4) a test 

to evaluate the quality of fit of a spline model to the data. The RF uses statistical features calculated from light 

curves to classify an incoming light curve. The periodicity assessment is based on best practices in the astronomy 

community to determine the statistical significance of each period found. To detect aliasing, we test whether the 

residuals of a spline fit to the light curve are normally distributed. A lack of normality can imply aliasing caused by 

undersampling the periodic light curves outside the Nyquist limit. The fourth test compares the coefficient of 

determination (R
2
) of a light curve’s spline fit to the empirical distributions of R

2
 values from objects with known 

stability modes. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) takes these four test assessments and combines the gathered 

evidence in a dynamic Bayesian network that classifies the light curves accordingly. 

After this top-level classification, the objects determined to be TOs are then sub-classified to determine the object’s 

type (e.g., an unstable TAG or a rocket body). This sub-classification is performed with a RF that is trained on light 

curves with known object type. 

For light curves already classified as TAG, sub-classification into signature types will proceed. This sub-

classification is useful for analysts because the presence of signature features are highly correlated to physical 

structures on the satellites. The primary light curve features are narrow and broad brightness peaks with the primary 

satellite structures being the main payload enclosure (bus), the solar panels, and large communications antennas. 

The latter are often located on the eastern and/or western sides of the nadir-facing main body of satellite (bus) and 

tend to break the North/South symmetry of the signatures typically observed from the bus and solar panels. This 

asymmetry is observed in the reflected light of the photometric signatures. We have developed the SigML 

(Signature Machine Learning) algorithm to aid analysts in assessing the on-orbit status of GEOs. The classification 

scheme for signature type includes six assessments. For three longitudinal phase angle regions, the presence of 

narrow features and broad features are assessed separately. Narrow features are narrow peaks whereas broad 

features include either a broad peak or a shoulder. We extract the feature information via wavelet decomposition and 

wavelet coefficient ratios. 

A high correlation between our expert-classified data and assessments produced by our automated pipeline of 

algorithms has been demonstrated. This paper presents a summary of the methods employed for classifying GEO 

objects and the test results on a multi-year dataset of selected space objects. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The increasing availability of commercially procured astrometric and photometric data collected on 

Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) objects combined with the high cadence of observations make continuous and 
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near real time analysis by analysts unsustainable. Unlike the classification of variable stars in the astronomy 

community, the state of a satellite cannot be assumed to be constant. Machine classification of the state of the 

satellite (deep space objects for the purposes of this paper) is therefore necessary if near real time assessment of a 

large number of satellites is desired. In this study, we consider not just the active and stabilized GEOs but also 

inactive and tumbling objects, both satellites and rocket bodies. 

High cadence observations have been a valuable tool to collect long-term photometric information about active and 

inactive objects in or near the GEO belt. High cadence observations are possible because the proliferation of small 

telescopes and camera systems based on Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components [Ackermann, 2015]. The 

observations of the AMC-9 breakup event in June 2017 by at least two sensor operators [Henry, 2017], and the 

Telkom-1 breakup debris cloud in August 2017 [SpaceFlight101.com, 2017] suggest that it is increasingly more 

possible to monitor all GEO objects with sufficient coverage for a daily status assessment. In the AMC-9 case, it is 

encouraging to note that for the first time in the history of space surveillance, two independent optical sensor 

operators have recorded the breakup of an active GEO satellite. The acknowledgment of AMC-9’s June 2017 loss of 

control by the Luxembourg-based satellite operator SES came after it was detected and noted by ExoAnalytic 

Solutions. In the event of a breakup, it is desired that a near real time alert be immediately issued to all GEO 

stakeholders for the purpose of collision risk management. It is curious to note that Echostar-3 and NSS-806 were 

also reported as malfunctioning in July 2017. The fact that a minimum of four GEO satellites 14 to 20 years old 

anomalously malfunctioned the summer of 2017 indicates that these type of events will become more common as 

more and more satellites remain in operation after their expected lifetimes. These events also illustrated the value of 

an automated assessment independently conducted by the Space Situational Awareness (SSA) community and a 

bulletin to share those assessment results. As deep space becomes increasingly congested and anomalous events 

become more common, it is incumbent on the SSA community to devise automated analytical tools that exploit the 

preponderance of observational data to close awareness gaps and reduce information latency. 

To that end, this study investigates a comprehensive architecture of automated techniques that assess the state of 

space objects in or near GEO and provide basic characterization. These techniques go beyond assessing an object’s 

stability (three-axis or spin stabilized). For stable satellites, basic characterization using a novel signature taxonomy 

is provided. Unstable or tumbling objects are subsequently sub-classified as a tumbling satellite or a rocket body. 

Because our technique was designed and tested with data of nearly persistent cadence, the assumption is that global 

and near persistent photometry data will be available in the near future. We realize that true persistence is not 

possible because of lunar and solar exclusion. The goal is to provide a status assessment for each space object if data 

exists and as soon as the data is processed and the observational session ends. 

Machine Learning (ML) techniques have been used for the analysis of variable stars [Kim, 2016]. Deep SSA does 

not have the big data problem that exists in the astronomy community. For example, SSA data volume is much 

smaller than what is projected for assets such as the Gaia space telescope and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope 

(LSST) telescopes; however, the requirement of timeliness and the consideration of a non-stationary state are unique 

to man-made objects. In developing our space object classification techniques, we borrowed from the massive 

literature of supervised and unsupervised machine classification techniques developed for variable stars. A number 

of efforts to leverage ML techniques in SSA have been reported and a few examples are listed as follows. Specific 

use of ML in anomaly detection and classification has been reported [Lane, 2016]. ML has also been used to classify 

the stability status of a GEO satellite and was reported [Dao, 2018]. The current study is unique because it 

demonstrates a comprehensive classification and sub-classification architecture. This work is the continuation to the 

effort reported in [Dao, 2018]. 

We will describe the algorithms used for the three decision points in the flow chart shown in Fig. 1. The results and 

discussions of applying each of the algorithms will be given. A discussion of the overall performance is provided at 

the end. 
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Fig. 1. Machine Classification and Sub-classification Pipeline for GEO light curves 

2. STABILITY CLASSIFICATION 

Using our knowledge of Electro-Optical (EO) data collected from GEO Resident Space Objects (RSOs), we have 

developed a suite of tests to categorize RSOs as either a stable TAG satellite or a tumbling object based on 

photometric signatures collected. Originally, in 2017, our stability classifier consisted of only a RF. However, we 

noticed the RF tended to perform slightly worse on the tumbling object class compared to the stable TAG class. This 

performance difference is likely due to signatures having a larger variety of features in the tumbling object dataset 

than in the stable TAG set. Signatures from stable TAG satellites tend to have a single main peak around low solar 

phase angles caused by a solar panel glint. Additionally, observed brightness values tend to have relatively low 

variance about their trend. An example of a typical stable signature can be seen in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Example of a typical signature from a stable TAG satellite. 

On the other hand, tumbling object signatures tend to take one of three forms: sinusoidal, aliased, or “ghosting”. A 

sinusoidal signature will have several relatively large peaks within the night that are different from the large peak 

from a solar panel seen in stable TAG signatures that typically have a single main peak over the course of a night. 

An example of a sinusoidal signature from a tumbling TAG satellite is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Example of a sinusoidal signature from a tumbling TAG satellite. 

An aliased signature is caused by the sensor sampling the signature from a tumbling RSO at a rate too slow (below 

the Nyquist frequency) to properly capture the signature’s periodic behavior. These signatures tend to look like a 

cloud of data points with high variance and do not always have a clear trend. An example of an aliased signature 

captured from a tumbling rocket body is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Example of an aliased signature from a tumbling rocket body. 

Finally, “ghosting” is a term we have coined for a certain type of aliased signature. This type of tumbling signature 

appears as though two distinct trends have been plotted on top of one another in the same longitudinal phase angle 

(LPA) subinterval. Residuals about the ghosting signature’s mean trend have a bi-modal distribution. Since this is a 

type of aliasing, it is also caused by the sampling rate that is too slow to capture the full sinusoidal nature of the 

signature. Additionally, we suspect that fine-scale specular glints are causing the bi-modal behavior. An example of 

a ghosting signature from a tumbling TAG satellite is plotted in Fig. 5a. The distribution of residuals from a cubic 

spline fit to the general trend of the signature are displayed as a histogram in Fig. 5b. Their distribution is not 

normally distributed, which contradicts an assumption made concerning noise about the model and is also 

significantly different from the distributions of residuals for other types of signatures. 
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Fig. 5a. Top Panel: Example of a ghosting signature from a tumbling TAG satellite with a spline fit to the trend. 

Fig. 5b. Bottom Panel: Distribution of residuals from the spline fit to the signature plotted in Fig. 5a. 

To help supplement the RF, we have developed tests tailored to identify each of these aforementioned types of 

tumbling signatures. We developed the Periodicity Test to identify sinusoidal signatures, the    Test to identify 

aliased signatures, and the Normality Test on Subintervals to identify ghosting signatures. For the development of 

these techniques, we used 7,511 signatures from contributing partners. This provides a set of 4,061 signatures from 

stable TAG satellites and 3,450 signatures from tumbling objects for training where 2,144 tumbling signatures come 

from tumbling TAG satellites and 1,306 tumbling signatures come from rocket bodies. Each test in this section was 

trained and tested on disjoint subsets of these data. 

 

2.1 RANDOM FOREST FOR STABILITY CLASSIFICATION 

The RF algorithm is a type of supervised ML. This algorithm typically creates a forest of “bagged” (bootstrap 

aggregated) decision trees [Breiman, 2001]. The term “bagged” means that each tree is created using random subsets 

of the training data sampled with replacement. In addition, part of the RF approach is that each tree is also using a 

random subset of the features [James, 2017]. A RF requires a large amount of data to train on. Our training data 

consists predominantly of two classes of RSOs: those that are always stable and those that are always tumbling. The 

class of satellites that are observed as stable and make a transition to a tumbling state at some point while under 

observation is severely underrepresented in the available datasets; therefore we do not have enough data from this 

special class to train the RF to identify it.  

In order to utilize photometric data in the RF algorithm, it is necessary to condense the entire light curve into a 

vector of features. In our case, all vector components are real numbers. Many of the features focus on the goodness 

of fit of a continuous spline function to the data. The idea is that the stable TAG signatures are well behaved 

whereas the tumbling signatures are not, which should result in much better fits (higher coefficients of 

determination) for stable TAG signatures. We chose to use the coefficients of determination for quadratic, cubic, and 

cubic spline functions all fit by least squares as features in the RF. Other features focus on the distribution of visual 

brightness values in units of stellar magnitude. We expect the distribution of brightness values to look different from 

each other for the two classes. Along with this idea, we have also created features based on the peaks present in an 

individual signature. The full set of features used in our RF for stability classification is summarized in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Feature set used in the Random Forest Stability Classifier 

Feature Name Description 

            correlation coefficient between Longitudinal Phase Angle (LPA) and magnitude 

     
  coefficient of determination for a quadratic fit to (LPA, magnitude) 

      
  coefficient of determination for a cubic fit to (LPA, magnitude) 

  mean of magnitude values 

  standard deviation of magnitudes  

         range of magnitudes  

      magnitude of the largest peak 

         LPA value of the largest peak 

       
  coefficient of determination for a cubic spline regression between LPA and magnitude 

             number of peaks in a signature divided by LPA range 

 

2.2 Periodicity Test 

A test for periodicity was introduced to identify when a satellite exhibits behavior typical of a tumbling object 

through its photometric signature, assuming the data is not aliased. The main difference between the light curve of a 

tumbling TAG satellite from that of a stable TAG satellite is the presence of sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal periodic 

waveforms. An example of periodic behavior typical in a non-aliased signature from a tumbling object was shown in 

Fig. 3. 

One test that can be used to confirm the significance of a signal’s periodic component is Fisher's Exact Test for 

Periodicity [Liew, 2009]. The test statistic is found by extracting the most significant frequencies of the signal’s 

periodogram. The Lomb-Scargle periodogram was used as it does not require observations to be uniformly spaced, 

which is rare in our set of photometric data. The test’s null hypothesis,   , claims that there is no significant 

periodic component and that the signal’s power spectral density is all due to random noise. The alternative 

hypothesis,   , claims that there is a significant periodic component within the signal. For our purposes, if a 

signature has a significant periodic component, we will assume that signature came from a tumbling object. 

Otherwise, we will assume the signature came from a stable TAG satellite. 

The test statistic, called the g-statistic, takes the following form: 

                     
   

 
     

      
 
   

  

where       is the periodogram evaluated at frequency,   , such that all frequencies fall between zero and the 

Nyquist frequency. We have modified the g-statistic expression to account for the contribution of harmonics in the 

periodogram that are present in signatures with periodic sharp glints. We then find the p-value associated with the g-

statistic. If p-value    for a chosen significance level,  , then sufficient evidence of a significant periodic 

component was observed and we claim that the time series is periodic. 

When initially running the Fisher Exact Test of Periodicity on a set of signatures, undesired results were observed. 

Because stable signatures have a single peak, the test picked up a periodic component with a long period and 

therefore indicated the stable signatures were periodic. Since we only want to identify signatures from tumbling 

objects as periodic, we had to make adjustments as to how the test for periodicity was run in order to reduce the 

number of false positives (stable signatures identified as periodic). This was achieved by setting a threshold on the 

period length that would be tested before evaluating the signature’s periodicity. 
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2.2.1 DE-TRENDING AND REMOVING OUTLIERS 

Instead of removing a linear trend as is often done before spectral analysis, we fit a Tikhonov-regularized cubic 

spline model [Glen, 2017] to the flux data and used the residuals as the de-trended data. Outliers are inevitable in 

satellite photometry so we applied Cook’s Distance to remove outliers prior to de-trending [MATLAB Cooks’s 

Distance, 2018].  

De-trending with a regularized spline was performed as an attempt to flatten out the stable TAG signatures while 

keeping the sinusoidal behavior of tumbling signatures present. This de-trending helps prevent the stable TAG 

signatures from being identified as periodic. Additionally, outliers were removed because they can distract from 

periodic components that are truly present in a signature and cause some undesired results in the signature’s 

periodogram and therefore in the test for periodicity itself. 

2.2.2 REJECTED FREQUENCIES 

There are some frequencies that we do not expect in the light curve from a tumbling object. For instance, if the 

fundamental frequency of a light curve is too low, that frequency may correspond to one or fewer periods occurring 

within the observation window. Then this frequency is likely to not represent the tumble rate because we expect a 

tumbling satellite to have a sinusoidal light curve with several periods occurring within the observation period 

(which is long, typically all night). Therefore, we decided to look at the probability distributions of the fundamental 

periods (inverse of the fundamental frequency) for signatures from both stable and unstable TAG satellites. The 

empirical Probability Density Functions (PDF) of these distributions are shown in Fig. 6. Although there is 

significant overlap between the stable and unstable distributions, there is a clear peak close to zero for the unstable 

TAG periods while the stable TAG periods tend to be much longer. 

 

Fig. 6. PDFs for fundamental periods for stable and unstable, tumbling TAG signatures. These powers were found 

after removing outliers then de-trending the signatures. 

Despite the overlap between the empirical probability distributions, they still have relatively good separability. One 

way to use the PDFs of fundamental periods is to create a Likelihood Ratio Test (LR Test) [Lee, 1992]. In our case, 

we will test the null hypothesis                                                         versus the 

alternate hypothesis                                                              .  

The test statistic would be      
       

       
 where      and      are the empirical PDFs of the distribution of the 

fundamental periods for stable and tumbling TAG signatures, respectively, evaluated at period,  . The empirical 

PDF represented by blue bars in Fig. 6 serves as our      and the empirical PDF represented by red bars in the 

figure serves as our      in the Likelihood Ratio Test. 

We chose to use two critical values (CV) in the test such that if the test statistic of an incoming signature satisfied 

        , it could be classified as a tumbling object with             confidence and if          the 

incoming signature could be classified as a stable TAG with             confidence. Finally, any signature 
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with              will be labeled “undecided” since the test could not accept either hypothesis at the desired 

Type I and Type II error rates,    and   , respectively. 

To integrate this LR Test into our Periodicity Test, we decided that if the LR Test determines that a signature is 

tumbling, we will use this conclusion to override the signature’s p-value from the Periodicity Test and set it to be 

   . This new p-value will guarantee the signature is classified as tumbling when compared against   , the Type I 

error for the Periodicity Test. Similarly, if the LR Test determines a signature is a stable TAG, then we will use this 

conclusion to override the p-value returned by the Periodicity Test and set it to be    . This guarantees the 

signatures will be classified as stable by the Periodicity Test. Then, if any signature falls in the “undecided” category 

for the LR Test, we will use the p-value returned by the Periodicity Test and compare it to our set significance level 

for Periodicity Test,   , to determine whether a significant periodic component is present in the signature. 

We set        ,        ,       .After optimizing on a subset, albeit not exhaustive, of    and    values, we 

found that this set of   ,   , and    gave us the best results. The modifications to the base Fisher’s Exact Test for 

Periodicity greatly improved our effective Type I and Type II errors for correctly identifying stable TAG versus 

tumbling signatures. Results using the modified Periodicity Test are given in Section 2.6.2. 

2.3 NORMALITY TEST ON SUBINTERVALS 

When examining signatures from tumbling objects, we found several of them to be ghosting. While most 

observations appear normally distributed around the local mean of data, observations from ghosting signatures 

appear bi-modally distributed around the local mean of data. An example of this behavior was shown in Fig. 5. 

Such behavior would not be consistent with normally distributed residuals about a local mean. To this end, we 

developed a hypothesis test to determine whether a signature was ghosting by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) 

Test to determine whether the residuals from a fitted model are normally distributed within subintervals of the 

signature [NIST/SEMATECH e-Handbook]. We found that testing normality of residuals within subintervals 

performed better than testing whether the residuals from an entire signature were normal. One of the reasons why 

the test on the entire signature performed worse is that variance about the spline is typically not constant throughout 

a stable signature, which causes the KS Test to reject normality. Another reason we chose to test normality within 

subintervals is that some signatures only exhibit ghosting for only portions of the night. 

We will discuss the hypothesis test we developed to achieve an overall classification for a signature based on the 

results from all subintervals. 

2.3.1 HYPOTHESIS TEST FOR NORMALITY 

For a well-behaved signature, if the signature follows the model,               , where      denotes the true 

signature value at phase angle   and      represents zero-mean, normally-distributed noise, then we expect that the 

residuals are normally distributed about   with a mean of zero and a constant variance. Thus, any subset of residuals 

is expected to not fail a hypothesis test for normality. 

We begin by defining our hypotheses. The null hypothesis for our test is                         versus the 

alternative hypothesis                           Next, we need to define the parameters used in the test. We will 

set a desired overall level of significance,  , and the significance level of the KS Test,   , for testing normality of 

subintervals of residuals. We must also choose the number of subintervals,  , that will be tested for normality. Then, 

our test statistic will be  , the number of subintervals in which normality is rejected, and we must determine the 

critical value,   , such that                              . 

To empirically determine the number of subintervals to test,  , and the critical value,   , of this hypothesis test, we 

ran the Normality Test on Subintervals on a large number of signatures, for various values of  . Our dataset 

consisted of 2,879 stable signatures, 141 ghosting signatures, and 721 tumbling, but non-ghosting, signatures. 

In order to perform the   tests, we fit a mean curve to the signature using a cross-validated cubic spline. The 

signature is divided into   subintervals of equal length in LPA. Next, we find the test statistic,  , by running the KS 
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Test at significance level,     on each subset of residuals and counting the number of subintervals that rejected 

normality. The critical region for the rejection of    is found by empirically determining the critical value,      such 

that                                

Ultimately, we determined that testing     subintervals provided us with the best Type I and Type II error rates 

overall. Depending on whether or not we want the test to minimize Type I or Type II error, we choose either      

or      respectively for the critical value. Finally, if a signature rejects the null hypothesis, we classify that 

signature as “tumbling object” and signatures that do not reject the null hypothesis are labeled “stable TAG”. 

2.4 R-SQUARED TEST 

The R-Squared (  ) Test was introduced to identify aliased signatures. Since aliasing causes particularly noisy 

signatures, we decided to use the coefficient of determination,   , from a cross-validated spline as a way to identify 

noisy, aliased signatures from tumbling objects versus the more “well-behaved” signatures from stable TAG 

satellites. The separability of    values from stable and unstable TAG satellites is noticeable, as can be seen in the 

distributions of the    values plotted in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Distribution of    values from cross-validated spline fit for sets of stable and unstable, tumbling TAG 

signatures 

After further analysis, we noticed seasonality in the    values returned by the stable TAG signatures. This 

seasonality was tied to the effects of glint seasons on signatures. As a result, we found empirical distributions, like 

the one shown in Fig. 7, for each season. The season determines which empirical distribution to use. The seasons 

were defined as disjoint quarters of the year centered at their equinox or solstice dates. 

Using the seasonal, empirical distributions, we developed a Likelihood Ratio Test (LR Test). The null hypothesis of 

the test was              
                                                                 versus the 

alternative hypothesis of              
                                                        

          . We define the test statistic as the ratio of likelihood functions,      
       

       
, where   is a signature’s 

   value, and         and         are the empirical Probability Distribution Functions (PDF) of the stable and 

unstable TAG    values, respectively. We then chose two critical values for the test such that if         , we 

have            confidence that the signature came from an unstable TAG satellite. Similarly, if         , 

we have            confidence that the signature came from a stable TAG satellite where   and   are chosen. 

If             , we do not have enough evidence at our set error rates   and   to conclude the signature came 

from an unstable or stable TAG, so we label the signature as “undecided”. 

2.5 HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 

Since each of our tests performs better on different types of signatures from tumbling objects, we developed a 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that would fuse the results from these tests (RF Stability Classifier, Periodicity Test, 
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Normality Test on Subintervals, and R-Squared Test) into a single assessment. The HMM helps minimize false 

alarms generated by the tests individually. Additionally, the HMM can be run on sequences of signatures and 

provides us with the ability to identify the day a satellite loses stability. 

In order to view this scenario as an HMM, we recognize there is an underlying unobservable (also called latent or 

hidden) sequence of states (e.g., stable TAG or tumbling object) that form a Markov chain. We choose to use HMMs 

because they take into account a hidden variable, in this case, the unknown stability status, and allow for the fusing 

of multiple observables. Our goal is to determine satellite status, based on the observables that come from our set of 

tests [James, 2017].  

For our case, the state space for the Markov chain is         where   represents stable TAG and   represents 

tumbling RSOs. Additionally, the HMM requires a set of probabilities including initial probabilities, probability 

transition matrix, and the emission matrix. For results in this paper, we will assume the initial probabilities are equal 

for both states giving                    . This means it is equally likely that the first signature in a 

sequence of signatures came from a stable TAG or a tumbling object.  

The probability transition matrix   contains the probabilities that the underlying Markov sequence transitions from 

one state to another from night to night. We will assume the satellite is likely to stay in its stable state, unless it 

begins tumbling, in which case, it will very likely stay tumbling. This gives us the assumed transition matrix:  

   
            
            

   
      
        

  

where the notation        means the probability that the current state is   given that the previous state was  . The 

transition matrix is necessary because we assume there is statistical dependence between the states of the RSO from 

consecutive nights. 

Finally, the emission matrix contains the probabilities of each possible observable, i.e., combination of test results, 

for each state. We created the emission matrix based on empirical data by evaluating each test on a set of data with 

known states and calculating the empirical probabilities for each observable, for each state.  

2.6 STABILITY TESTING RESULTS 

To confirm the effectiveness of our tests, we processed the large set of stable TAG and tumbling object signatures 

from several different RSOs described in Section 2. This test set was chosen to obtain the error rates because 

reliance on signatures from a single satellite could skew the results. 

The accuracy of each stability test was estimating by running 100 trials of cross-validation. For each trial, the dataset 

was split 50-50 into disjoint training and testing sets. The test would then be trained on the training set and the 

accuracy would be calculated for the testing set. The accuracies were then averaged over all trials to get a final 

estimation of the test’s accuracy. 

2.6.1 RESULTS OF RANDOM FOREST STABILITY CLASSIFIER 

Using the set of features calculated from our photometric data, we train the RF with 500 trees per trial of cross-

validation. With this form of cross-validation, the RF classifies signatures with about 93% accuracy.  

Table 2 shows the RF’s accuracy of correctly classifying a signature as a stable TAG versus a tumbling object, 

averaged over all trials of cross-validation. Starting from the top left box and going clockwise, the confusion matrix 

values can be interpreted as the true negative rate, false positive rate, true positive rate, and false negative rate. The 

false positive rate (top right), also known as the Type I error, is about 3%. The false negative rate (bottom left), also 

known as the Type II error, is about 12%. This means that the algorithm has a slightly higher error rate when 

classifying signatures from tumbling objects. 
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Table 2. Accuracy of the RF Stability Classifier on the stable TAG class and the unstable TAG and rocket body sub-

classes of tumbling objects 

 
Predicted Status 

Stable TAG Tumbling Object 

T
ru

e 

S
ta

tu
s Stable TAG        

Type I Error 

      

Tumbling Object 
Type II Error 

      
      

 

2.6.2 RESULTS OF PERIODICITY TEST 

The Periodicity Test performs best on typical tumbling signatures characterized by a periodic time series. Many 

tumbling signatures in the dataset from a persistent sensor with modest cadence do not have this pattern due to 

aliasing. Thus, they tend to not be marked as tumbling by the Periodicity Test.  

The test achieved an overall accuracy of about 77%. For our set of stable TAG signatures, about 88% of signatures 

were correctly classified. On the other hand, the accuracy for the tumbling object class was about 65%. We noticed 

that the vast majority of rocket body signatures are aliased, not periodic. Since rocket body signatures make up a 

significant portion of the tumbling object class, this explains why the accuracy for the tumbling object class was 

much lower than the stable TAG class.  

If we split the tumbling object class into unstable TAG and rocket body sub-classes, we can see the accuracies per 

sub-class. The test achieved about 86% accuracy for the unstable TAG signatures and 31% accuracy for the rocket 

body signatures when the sub-classes were included. These accuracies are detailed in Table 3. If we omit the rocket 

body data, which are not periodic, the results on the stable and unstable TAG data have a combined overall accuracy 

of about 87%. Considering this test was designed to identify sinusoidal signatures from tumbling objects, not aliased 

signatures (rocket body data), it seems that this test performs as expected. 

Table 3.  Accuracy of the Periodicity Test on the stable TAG class and the unstable TAG and rocket body sub-

classes of tumbling objects. 

 
Predicted Status 

Stable TAG Tumbling Object 

T
ru

e 
S

ta
tu

s Stable TAG       
Type I Error 

      

Tumbling 

Object 

Unstable TAG 
Type II Error 

      
      

Rocket body 
Type II Error 

      
      

 

2.6.3 RESULTS OF NORMALITY TEST ON SUBINTERVALS 

After testing different significance levels of    and critical values of   , we decided to use          and      

to favor a low Type II error rate for the Normality Test on Subintervals. 

Since the Normality Test on Subintervals was designed to identify regions of ghosting, we will demonstrate the 

graphical results on a ghosting signature from satellite AMC-9 (NORAD 27820). For the plot below (Fig. 8), the 

signature is represented by black dots, the spline fitted to the signature is plotted in blue, and along the bottom, a 

green or red line is plotted for each of the nine subintervals showing the results of the KS Test. Green indicates that 

normality was not rejected for the residuals of the subinterval, and red indicates that normality was rejected. 
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Fig. 8 is an example of a ghosting signature, and the Normality Test on Subintervals correctly marks almost every 

subinterval containing ghosting. Since the spline fit was between the two main trends of observations in sections of 

ghosting as can be seen well in the LPA interval of -10 to +10, the rejection of normality was due to the bi-modal 

distribution of the residuals. 

 

Fig. 8. Signature from AMC-9 (NORAD 27820) taken on July 27, 2017. Normality Test on Subintervals was run 

with significance level         . 

We evaluated a large set of signatures using the Normality Test on Subintervals. Recall that ghosting signatures 

make up a minority of the tumbling object signatures. The results for this test appear rather poor on the full data set 

but the test achieves about 80% accuracy on ghosting signatures alone. The ghosting signatures have a large test 

statistic that causes this test to label them as tumbling. This test is included in the HMM along with the other tests. 

When the results are combined, they help correct each other’s false classifications by testing for different types of 

tumbling behavior in signatures. 

2.6.4 RESULTS OF R-SQUARED TEST 

The Seasonal    Test was trained on TAG-only data and run at         . The results of running trials of cross-

validation of the test’s accuracy are summarized in Table 4. The stable and unstable TAG datasets had about 5-6% 

error, which roughly matches the set error rates. The rocket body dataset actually had a bit lower error rate than the 

TAG data at about 2%. The overall accuracy of the Seasonal    Test is about 66%. The stable TAG class has about 

65% accuracy and the tumbling object class has 67% accuracy, with the sub-class accuracies given in Table 4. This 

test is different from the other tests because, while the accuracy may not be as high, the error rates remain about 5%. 

Additionally, while the    Test may return an “undecided” classification, the HMM will merge that information 

with the other tests’ classifications to provide a final classification for each signature superseding all undecided 

cases. 

Table 4. Accuracy of the R-Squared Test on the stable TAG class and the unstable TAG and rocket body sub-classes 

of tumbling objects. 

 
Predicted Status 

Stable TAG Undecided Tumbling Object 

T
ru

e 
S

ta
tu

s Stable TAG               
Type I Error 

      

Tumbling 

Object 

Unstable 

TAG 

Type II Error 

      
              

Rocket body Type II Error               
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2.6.5 RESULTS OF HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL 

The final determination of stability is performed by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) that combines the results of 

the RF classifier, Periodicity, Normality and Residual R-squared tests to reveal the most likely hidden state (stable 

or unstable). The accuracy of the HMM is expected to be better than any of the individual tests. It’s also expected 

that the HMM can handle rare cases which are not well represented in the RF training data set. One of those rare 

events is the data set that includes the night AMC-9 lost stability. We will show examples of the HMM classifying 

two sequences of signatures from TAG satellite AMC-9 (NORAD 27820). This satellite lost stability on June 17, 

2017.  

Our first example sequence of signatures comes from 2015 before the satellite lost stability. Ideally, all of the tests 

would classify these signatures as stable TAG. However, there were mixed results as shown in Table 5.  

Each signature is represented by a column in the table with the date of each signature shown along the top. The row 

indicated by “ ” contains the p-values from the Periodicity Test for each signature. If      , the signature is 

considered tumbling and if      , the signature is considered a stable TAG signature. The row indicated by “ ” 

contains the test statistics from the Normality Test on Subintervals. If    , the signature is considered tumbling 

and if    , the signature is considered a stable TAG signature. The rows indicated by “  ” and “  ” contain the 

classifications from the RF and the R-Squared Test, respectively. A “T” corresponds to a tumbling object 

classification, “S” corresponds to stable TAG classification, and “N” corresponds to an undecided classification. 

Table 5. Normality Test on Subintervals, Periodicity Test, RF Stability Classifier, and    Test results for eight 

stable signatures from AMC-9 (NORAD 27820) starting June 29, 2015. 

NP Test, RF, and    Test Results for AMC-9 Before Stability Loss 
 6/29/15 7/9/15 7/10/15 7/11/15 7/17/15 7/23/15 8/3/15 8/4/15 

                     

  0 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 

   T S S S S S S S 

   T S S S T S T T 

 

In Table 5, the results indicating a tumbling object classification are colored yellow. This means only three of the 

eight signatures are classified as stable TAG signatures by all four tests. The other five signatures all have mixed 

results. Using the observables given in Table 5 and our set of HMM probabilities, we calculated the probabilities of 

each possible sequence of eight states given these observables. The sequence with the highest probability, as 

indicated by the Viterbi algorithm, was                                          The notation    and    denotes 

that the Markov chain takes the stable or tumbling state, respectively, on night   in a sequence of signatures. 

Therefore, the HMM was able to use the mixed test results to come to the correct conclusion that all of these 

signatures originated from a stable TAG. 

Our next example also comes from AMC-9. However, this sequence of signatures comes from around the time the 

satellite lost stability so there is a mixture of hidden stable TAG and tumbling object states. The sequence is made of 

eight signatures taken from June 11 through June 19, 2017. The test results for this sequence of signatures are given 

in Table 6. This table is organized in the same manner as Table 5. Results indicating a tumbling object classification 

are colored yellow and undecided classifications are colored light yellow. Given that we want to start detecting 

tumbling signatures starting on June 17, there are mixed results on June 11
th

, 13
th

, 14
th

, and 17
th

 of this sequence. 
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Table 6. Normality and Periodicity Test Results and RF classifications for signatures from AMC-9 during the 

satellite’s loss of stability 

NP Test, RF, and    Test Results for AMC-9 During Stability Loss 

 6/11/17 6/13/17 6/14/17 6/15/17 6/16/17 6/17/17 6/18/17 6/19/17 

                     

  0 0 0 0 1 4 6 6 

   S S S S S S T T 

   T N N S S T T T 

 

Once again, given this set of observables and the HMM probabilities, we calculate the sequence with the highest 

probability using the Viterbi algorithm. The most probable sequence was found to be                          . 
This means the HMM was able to catch the transition from stable TAG to tumbling that took place on the sixth night 

of the sequence (June 17, 2017).  

The two examples discussed were relatively short sequences of signatures. Since it may be more practical to run the 

HMM on longer sequences of data in real world situations, we ran the HMM on longer sequences of data. To get an 

overall idea of the HMM’s accuracy, we ran trials of cross-validation where the HMM was run on sequences of 

signatures from the testing set. Signatures from the same RSO were grouped into sequences. There was one 

sequence per RSO and the signatures within a sequence were run through the HMM in chronological order. The 

overall cross-validated accuracy of HMM is about 96% when run on sequences of signatures. The accuracies per 

class are given in Table 7. The accuracy for the stable TAG class was about 98% and the accuracy for the tumbling 

object class was about 93%. The overall total accuracy and accuracies per class are all better than the corresponding 

accuracies for each of the individual tests. This is evidence that fusing the individual tests into the HMM helps avoid 

false classifications returned by individual tests. 

Table 7. Accuracy of the HMM on the stable TAG and tumbling object classes 

 
Predicted Status 

Stable TAG Tumbling Object 

T
ru

e 

S
ta

tu
s Stable TAG        

Type I Error 

      

Tumbling Object 
Type II Error 

      
       

 

3. TUMBLING OBJECT CLASSIFIER 

3.1 RANDOM FOREST FOR TUMBLING OBJECTS 

The development and success of RF techniques to identify a stable TAG satellite versus tumbling object from the 

photometric signature has raised the question about how much further classification can be done using the 

photometric signature. We extended our use of a RF to further sub-classify tumbling object signatures. Given our 

stability assessment has determined a signature to have come from a tumbling object, we want to sub-classify by the 

type of tumbling object. In our case, we are considering two sub-classes, namely unstable TAG satellites and rocket 

bodies. 

We chose to use algorithms from the Feature Analysis for Time Series (FATS) Python library [Nun] to calculate the 

set of features used in this RF sub-classifier. The slotted auto-correlation function, Stetson variability indices, and 

continuous auto-regression algorithms from the FATS library were used to extract RF features. 
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3.2 RESULTS FOR CLASSIFYING TUMBLING OBJECTS 

In order to train the RF to classify tumbling objects as either unstable TAG satellites or rocket bodies, we gathered a 

large amount of data for both RSO types. Our dataset consisted of 2,144 unstable TAG signatures and 1,306 rocket 

body signatures. Using the FATS features calculated from our photometric data, we train the RF on a subset of the 

dataset and test the accuracy of the algorithm on a holdout set not used in the training process. We ran 100 trials 

where we trained the RF with 500 trees per trial and the dataset was split 50-50 into different training and testing 

sets per trial. With this form of cross-validation, the RF classifies signatures with about 87% overall accuracy. Each 

class was classified with about 87% accuracy as shown in the confusion matrix in Fig. 9. 

 

Fig. 9. Confusion matrix displaying the RF’s accuracy of classifying tumbling object signatures as from the rocket 

body class or the unstable TAG class for a testing dataset. 

4. SIGML ANALYSIS OF STABLE SIGNATURES 

If a signature has been found to be stable, then the data points are passed to two basic forms of analysis. At the 

AMOS Technical Conference in 2017 [Payne, 2017], we reported on the first portion of the stable processing – the 

calculation of the body albedo-Area. In this paper, we discuss the work we have done in Machine Learning (ML) on 

classifying the RSO based on the photometry signature shape. 

The Signature Machine Learning (SigML) algorithm was developed in order to enable a relative non-expert in GEO 

photometric signature analysis to classify signatures so that insight might be gained into the physical nature of the 

major satellite structures. Such a process is possible because we have found that diurnal and seasonal changes in 

these photometric signatures can be used to infer detailed information about the solar panels, communications 

antennas, and main payload that one normally would assume could only be gained from high resolution imagery. 

One of the main methods for inferring this information is based on signature types. We have correlated these 

classifications to the large physical structures by basic analysis of the physics of reflected light, by comparison with 

models and simulations, and by discussions with subject matter experts. Since different designers/manufacturers of 

GEO satellites employ different philosophies and construction designs, the signature classifications also correlate 

with manufacturer/bus types. The algorithm is intended to train software to make the appropriate classifications and 

report this information to analysts. 

The SigML algorithm places emphasis on three LPA
1
 regions. These are -50

o
 < LPA < -20

o
,  -20

o
 < LPA < +20

o
, 

and +20
o
 < LPA < +50

o
, and they will be termed “Left (L)”, “Center (C)”, and “Right (R)”, respectively. The reason 

for this division into three regions comes from decades of analysis of the signatures summarized in previous AMOS 

papers [Payne 2017]. There is a basic North/South (N/S) symmetry to TAG satellites that arises from the dynamical 

need for N/S orientation of the solar panel(s), of which there are usually two main structures located on the north 

and south sides of the satellite that lie normal to the orbital plane. This plane is coincident with the plane of the 

                                                           
1
 The east-west component of the total solar phase angle. 
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celestial equator – an extension of the earth’s equator – for orbits with zero inclination. In older GEOs, there were 

occasional large communications antennas that might be located on one side or the other, i.e., the East or West side 

of the main body. Other communications antennas on early satellites tended to have a small physical size and did not 

contribute a significant amount of reflected light to the overall brightness of the satellite. However, the larger 

antennas do contribute significantly, and this tended to break the overall N/S symmetry of the reflections. The N/S 

symmetries in reflected light are seen as symmetries about the value of LPA = 0
o
 in the resulting photometric 

signatures. We note that small differences in a given satellite’s center of symmetry are found if the owner/operators 

command offsets in their solar panel positioning with respect to the sun. These offsets are almost always smaller 

than 15
o
 LPA. The signature asymmetries produced by the presence of the large communications antennas tend to 

lie in the Left and Right LPA regions as defined above. As the need for more communication bandwidth increases 

with time, we find more large communications antennas on newer satellites. 

4.1. CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR STABLE SIGNATURES 

For the reasons given above, we have developed a classification system that characterizes the presence of peak 

brightness features in the three LPA regions separately. The peaks in the Center region tend to be caused by 

reflections from the solar panels, and the peaks in the two side regions tend to be generated by large 

communications antennas. We also note that peaks have two qualitatively different widths. There are N(arrow) 

peaks with half widths of less than approximately 5
o
 LPA that are usually produced by glints from edges of facets, 

nearly planar facets with specular reflections, or from metallic cylindrical support features. N features are generally 

not associated with solar panels, but they can arise from them during glint season near the equinoxes. There are also 

(B)road features with half widths of more than approximately 20
o
 LPA that tend to arise either from diffuse 

reflections from large antennas or from off-specular reflections from the solar panels. Close examination of the solar 

panels shows that they are not monolithic but composed of smaller substructures. Their cover glass components may 

have small tilts when deployed on orbit, thus adding narrow peak components to the reflected light. Because of the 

complexities of the solar panel structures, there may be both N and B peaks seen in the Center LPA region, and there 

may actually be multiple N features during glint season. (Note: Glint season occurs about 3 weeks on the winter side 

of the equinoxes from CONUS sites and about 2 weeks on the side as seen from Maui. They occur at corresponding 

times to the summer side of equinoxes when viewed from sites in the southern hemisphere.) We also note that the 

reflections from solar panels generally lie at the same LPA position at all times of the year since the solar panels 

track the sun. However, many known N features shift in LPA space seasonally, occurring as a result of the changing 

solar declination. This movement of the narrow features can be used by an analyst to figure out how to associate a 

given signature feature with the various external satellite structures. 

Based on the arguments above, we devised a six-component classification system using the symbols “-“ (no feature), 

“N” (narrow peak), “B” (broad peak), and “S” (shoulder). The S classification is important since it signals to the 

analyst that there may be a communications antenna present, but that the illumination conditions are such that it does 

not present itself as a major broad peak. Our experience is that S and B features in the Left and Right LPA regions 

generally wax and wane in brightness as a function of season. Hence an analyst who is familiar with a given 

satellite’s signature would not be surprised at seeing either class designator. In both cases, the B and/or S features 

show the analyst that a large structure is present. 

The S class presents certain problems in attempting to evaluate the accuracy of our methods since the distinction 

between “–“ and “S“ or “S” and “B” can be subtle, both to the eye and to the ML algorithm. However, the ability to 

regularly detect S class features is an important aspect of the analysis. 

 

4.2. FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR SIGML 

In this section, we describe how the data values are extracted from the signatures and then fed into the ML 

algorithms. The basic extraction techniques rely on wavelet decomposition. Through extensive tests (using the 

MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox, we found that the coifflet 1 (coiff1) level 1 wavelet best extracted the narrow peak 

features and that the coifflet 2 (coiff2) level 1 wavelet best extracted the broad features. In the process of wavelet 
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decomposition of a signal, both high frequency (detail) and low frequency (approximation) coefficients are 

determined, and the investigator can explore ways in which the coefficients can be used for measurement. 

The ability of a wavelet to extract information from a feature depends on matching the width of the feature to that of 

the wavelet and allows us to effectively measure their positions and amplitudes. In Fig. 10, we illustrate two coiff1 

wavelets that have been superposed onto a GEO signature (in magnitudes) that has both N and B peaks. The level 1 

wavelet is shown in red, and the level 3 wavelet is shown in blue. We found that the level 3 wavelet is actually too 

wide for measuring the broad features, so we used the level 2 detail coefficients. Note that the LPA coordinates of 

the observations have been converted to time units with an arbitrary origin and that the wavelet decompositions have 

been conducted using the Radiant Intensity (RI) of the observations, rather than the magnitudes. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of coiff1 wavelets with N and B features in a sample GEO signature. 

The positions are measured by calculating the centroid of the absolute values and positions (converted back to LPA) 

of the detail coefficients (from the correct wavelet corresponding to the N or B feature that is being measured) over 

the LPA region being tested. In addition to knowledge of the position of a peak feature, we need to feed the 

classifying algorithm with some amplitude information since the algorithm needs to know if a feature is significant 

and what the relationship is between the N and B parts of the feature. 

For these amplitude extractions, we do not want the actual flux values since they are dependent upon the band pass 

being used, and we want the algorithm to be independent of the spectral filter that the observations were made in. 

Therefore, we chose two kinds of coefficient amplitude ratios. The first is termed R12 = amp1/amp2, where      

                               ; it is the ratio of the peak absolute value detail coefficient in the level 1 

decomposition to the peak of the level 2 decomposition. This ratio is calculated for each LPA region and is a 

measurement of the N/B amplitude ratio. The second ratio, IntensRat, is that of the peak detail coefficient to the 

“expected” value based on the mean amplitude of the detail coefficients found at the boundaries of the LPA region. 

Fig. 11 illustrates the intensity ratio calculations on a signature from Echostar 14. For IntensRat, a value of 1.0 

would mean that the peak is no larger than that determined from the trend, while a value that is much greater than 

1.0 would indicate an “unexpectedly” large peak. 
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Fig. 11. Illustration of calculation of IntensRat in the Left LPA region of a GEO satellite signature 

4.3 DATA INPUT TO ML ALGORITHM 

Once we have extracted feature information from the photometric signatures, we can combine that data with 

categorical data, such as classifications, in order to train a ML algorithm. Our input into SigML has 18 columns for 

each of the 639 signatures that we have accumulated from the GEO Color Photometry Catalog (GCPC) and from the 

GEO Observations with Latitudinal Diversity Simultaneously (GOLDS) databases. In practice, we used alternating 

observations for training and testing. As a result, we have 320 18 extracted features and classifications that were 

used to train the algorithm and 319 18 items in the testing data. The first 12 columns are the positions and 

amplitude ratios, and the last 6 columns are one of the author’s assessments of the classification types. The first few 

lines (each line representing a different signature observation) are given in Table 8 and Table 9 as examples. 

In Table 8, columns 1 and 2 provide the position of the coif1 level 1 peak and the R12 ratio for the Left LPA region. 

Columns 3 through 6 provide the same information for the Center and Right LPA regions. Columns 7 – 9 provide 

the coif2 level 1 positions (for the broad features) for each region: L, C, R. Columns 10 – 12 list the IntensRat ratio 

for each of the three LPA regions. 

Level 1 Pos

Level 2 Pos

Line connecting ends of PA region

Amplitude at 
midpoint of region

Amplitude at Level 1 
Position of region
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Table 8. Example of extracted feature data 

pos1L R12L pos1C R12C pos1R R12R pos2L pos2C pos2R IntensRatL IntensRatC IntensRatR

-45.26 0.71 -2.16 0.54 39.41 0.32 -42.07 1.11 37.3 6.41 1.45 1.25

-42.64 0.71 -0.76 0.85 33.36 0.32 -42.44 2.04 35.31 6.85 1.43 1.24

-40.65 0.71 -1.32 1 29.84 0.26 -40.96 -1.66 34.87 5.33 1.4 1.25

-33.65 0.56 7.95 0.51 14.75 0.38 -37.38 8.85 15.65 1.03 43.51 31.85

-32.11 0.45 8.37 0.45 14.53 0.41 -44.16 9.03 15.77 1.03 39.18 27.72

-37.23 0.58 7.75 0.58 15.37 0.41 -42.86 8.96 15.79 1.05 42.46 36.93

-31.08 0.8 7.91 0.19 14.1 0.33 -36.16 8.83 14.91 1.08 18.9 11.44

-36.55 0.73 8.72 0.2 13.93 0.34 -32.92 8.88 15.14 1.11 19.67 11.88

-35.54 0.46 7.52 0.09 17.53 0.3 -27.01 8.61 14.89 1.1 19.23 11.51

-46.32 0.7 -1.31 0.96 35.54 0.24 -44 -0.93 34.27 4.15 1.72 0.9

-44.13 0.7 3.11 0.95 29.9 0.56 -42.75 0.7 32.04 9.09 1.77 0.96

-42.09 0.7 0.26 1.19 29.75 0.63 -42.36 -1.59 34.03 8.62 1.66 0.92

-33.53 0.31 -2.11 0.41 33.19 0.47 -37.07 -0.39 29.11 1.05 1.09 0.74

-33.27 0.8 -1.99 1.56 34.61 0.75 -40.81 0.81 39.2 1.09 1.15 0.81

-32.98 1.12 -0.74 1.25 32.28 1.5 -33.47 -5.57 39.3 1.22 1.08 0.85

-30.85 0.52 0.59 0.26 33.14 0.39 -31.39 -3.06 30.96 1.06 0.97 0.87

-33.49 0.94 -3.01 0.55 31.66 0.53 -32.13 1.94 30.44 1.11 1.07 0.89

-37.76 0.35 1.32 0.42 35.04 0.38 -37.72 3.14 41.26 1.1 0.73 0.81

-40.62 0.24 -0.59 0.37 37.21 0.28 -37.77 0.95 40.59 1.08 0.75 0.81

-25.79 0.38 -6.15 0.74 37.03 0.34 -24.49 -3.79 33.62 1.07 9.92 0.7  
 
In Table 9, the columns provide classifications for training and testing. The first three columns represent the narrow 

peak classifications and the final three represent the broad feature classifications. We used the MATLAB 

Classification Learner application [MATLAB Classifier] for this work. The method was to create two tables – one 

for training and one for classification of the new data. The columns that are used must represent the same 

information in both tables, i.e., the columnar data must match. However, there is no restriction on how many rows of 

training and testing data there are. In the paper, the number of rows of training data are approximately the same as 

the test data.  

4.4 SIGML RESULTS 

Our output consists of six classifications per signature (broad, B, and narrow, N, classifications in each of the three 

LPA regions). We generally list the N classes first; the N class designators on the first line and the B classes in the 

second line. Examples of plots in which the classes are all on a single line for testing purposes are shown in Fig. 12 

– Fig. 14. The ML classes are shown as text near the top of the plots. 

The signature seen in Fig. 12 represents the most common signature type that is found in our data. In previous 

publications, we have referred to this class as “Canonical”, but the new class nomenclature is given as the following: 

Narrow: - - - 

Broad: - B - 

 

Note that Fig. 13 represents the “before” signature class for the BSS 702C satellites (in this case satellite ANIK-F1), 

for which there are known anomalies. This signature was obtained soon after launch when the solar panel 

concentrators were operating normally. Evidence for the concentrators are the two broad peaks seen in the Left and 

Right LPA regions; the broad peak in the Center arises from the solar panels. This “before” signature has the 

signature classification:  

Narrow: - - - 

Broad: B B B 
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Table 9. Examples of Training Classifications 

LeftN CentN RightN LeftB CentB RightB 

- - - B B B 

- - - B B B 

- - - B B B 

- - - - B B 

- - - - B B 

- - - - B B 

- - - - B - 

- - - - B - 

- - - - B - 

- - - B B B 

- - - B B B 

- - - B B B 

- - - - - - 

- - - - - - 

- - - - - - 

- - - - - - 

- - - - - - 

N N - - - B 

N N - - B B 

N - N B B B 

 

 
Fig. 12. Example signature showing only a broad peak in the Center region. 

 

However, with time the concentrators failed in such a way as to cause the side broad peaks to disappear. This 

resulted in subsequent observations returning the same signature classification as our “Canonical” signature type. An 

analyst seeing the “after” signature (not shown here) would be alerted to a positive test of change detection from 

these differences in signature classifications. 
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Fig. 13. Example signature showing broad peaks in all three regions. 

In Fig. 14 below, we see a classification of  

Narrow: N N N 

Broad: - B - 

 

The broad features indicate a common type of satellite in which the dominant part of the signature comes from the 

solar panels, which act much like the old “Canonical” class. However, there are narrow features reported in each of 

the LPA regions. The analyst would see that the N classes in the Left and Right LPA regions arise from glint-like 

features that are probably not associated with the solar panels. This could be confirmed from observations taken at 

other times of the year. The narrow feature in the Center is a different beast. In this case, it is probably caused by a 

bad data point that should be ignored. However, that bad data point has served a useful purpose in our testing since 

the ability of SigML to detect a narrow (N) feature in the center (along with a broad (B) feature in the same location) 

is an important capability and has been confirmed in this case. 

 
Fig. 14. Example signature showing narrow peaks in all regions and a broad peak in the Center region. 

 

4.5 SIGML CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 

We assess the accuracy of the SigML algorithm by comparing the classifications that have been output by the 

algorithm with those assessed manually by an expert. In performing this analysis, we realized that we consider there 

to be two types of incorrect classifications. One is important, and the other is unimportant. The first class is 

considered important because it would report either a false negative that would not alert an analyst to the true 

presence of a large physical structure (usually a communications antenna) or a false positive that would generate a 

report of a large structure that actually was not present. The unimportant classification errors would fail to 

distinguish between a “-“ and an “S” or between an “S” and a “B” in those instances where the distinction is subtle. 

A similar case holds for the failure to distinguish between a “-“ and a “N” in subtle cases. 
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Table 10 presents a summary of our accuracy results. Column 1 describes the test LPA regime, and columns 2 and 3 

present the percentage agreements for the two cases respectively; percentage of full, complete agreement with the 

subject matter expert, and secondly, the percentage of agreement forgiving the two types of incorrect classifications 

described above. 

Table 10. Accuracies of the SigML Classification Algorithm 

Category Full Agreement Partial Agreement 

Left N 88.7% 92.8% 

Center N 90.6% 97.2% 

Right N 88.4% 90.0% 

Left B 78.1% 84.3% 

Center B 93.7% 95.6% 

Right B 75.5% 81.8% 

 

We note that the Left and Right LPA regions are classified at a lower level of accuracy than the Center region in 

both the N and B feature cases. The lowest accuracies of all are those of the Broad features in the Left and Right 

LPA regions. The reason for this is both physical and algorithmic and arises because of the addition of the shoulder, 

S, class in these two regions. (The S class is essentially non-existent for the Center region.) The S class inclusion 

formally makes the classification harder because there are more classes, and its presence in the physical data can be 

confusingly subtle. 

5. DISCUSSION 

Our work is a continuation of an effort to develop fully automated algorithms to provide GEO object assessment 

using photometry data. We have implemented a fully automated and comprehensive tool to categorize the stability 

status of an RSO, object type for the tumbling objects, and body type for the stable TAG satellites. The type of data 

required is consistent with what can be acquired at moderate to high cadence during most of the night [Ackermann, 

2015]. With the developed algorithms, we have implemented a GUI-based application that allows users to select 

input data files and execute the classification. A fully automated application that ingests data automatically could be 

readily achieved in the future. ML classifiers such as RF can reliably classify the stability status of a GEO satellite 

using features derived from photometric data. However, ML classifiers can still fail from time to time on difficult 

data, such as real data with gaps and sampling rates too slow to capture periodic signatures. Our algorithms were 

developed to deal with those unavoidable real world complications. A hybrid architecture was adopted to 

incorporate ML techniques and our empirically derived techniques together to overcome these complications. A 

HMM was used to combine ML and non-ML results. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use ML to 

assess GEOs by their stability and sub-classify the tumbling objects in terms of tumbling satellites or rocket bodies. 

We are also the first to report signature shape sub-classifications of stable GEO signatures using a novel taxonomy. 

This method is implemented using a RF classifier on features derived from wavelet decompositions of the 

signatures. 

The increasing availability of persistent, commercially available GEO data make continuous and near real time 

analysis by operators unsustainable, but with automated tools, such as the one we have developed, it may be possible 

to monitor the status of all GEO objects and categorize them with minimal latency. 
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